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SCRUBS UP NICELY - Love Island's India strips off naked in the shower for saucy shoot before going into the villa
23/07/2019 18:09 by admin

Love Island hopeful India Reynolds left little to the imagination in a naked shower shoot before entering the villa.
 
 The 28-year-old glamour model oozed sex appeal as she stripped for the wet scene.

 India strips off naked in the shower for saucy shoot before going into the villa
 
 
 Clutching on to the shower head, the Islander smiled into the camera.
 
 Meanwhile, another showed the star displaying her best sultry pose as she leaned on the side of the bath.
 
 This isn't the first time the glamorous star has posed for a racy shoot.
 
 As well as her work with Page 3, India has also posed for a sex toy company Love Honey, in which she modelled a
range of their most provocative clothing pieces.
 
 
 
 The glamour model showed off her bets modelling skills on the shoot
 
 
 
 India showed off her body in raunchy shoot
 
 
 
 The 28-year-old bared all before going in the villa
 
 
 
 India revealed her bottom tattoos
 
 
 
 The model posed without the water running in the racy shower shoot
 
 
 In the villa, the Reading local caught the eye of both Ovie Soko and Chris Taylor before setting her sights on the
basketballer for good.
 
 The pair shared their first kiss shortly after her arrival on the dating show and went on to survive a brutal dumping,
which saw Michael Griffiths and Francesca Allen leave.
 
 Before going into the villa, she said: "I want to have a good time and I donâ€™t like falling out with people so hopefully I
can be friends with the girls and gorgeous Ovie will still be single for me."
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